
Henry (Harmony) Nelson 1855-1925
(Copyright)

Henry Nelson is my great grandfather on my mother’s side. My mother’s father,
George Nelson was a son of Henry Nelson and Maggie Foster, a Yorta Yorta woman
from the Kiewa River region of the eastern portion of Yorta Yorta territory-see
Map. George Nelson married Pricilla James, daughter of T S Granpa James and
Ada Cooper-see profiles on T.S. James and William Cooper on this page.
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Henry Harmony Nelson 1860s

While Henry Harmony Nelson married into Yorta Yorta people his birthplace is in
the ancestral lands of Dja Dja Wurung who occupy the central Victorian goldfields
region. The Dja Dja Wurung formed part of nation of tribal groups from central
and southern Victoria including those from the upper Goulburn river region. This
broader collection of Indigenous territorial and language groups are known as the
‘Kulin Nation’ who consisted of the Wurundjeri sometimes referred to as the
Woiworung of Melbourne and the upper Yarra bordered by the Great Dividing
range; The Taungerong in eastern Victoria from the upper Goulburn region
adjoining the Wurundjeri at the Black Spur (top of dividing range near Healsville).
The Bunurong or Boonwurrung occupied the territory of the Port Phillip Bay and
Mornington Peninsula and the Wathaurong occupied the other western side of the
bay, which is now called the Belarine Peninsula- see map for location of Kulin
Nation groups.
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Kulin Nation of Central and Southern Victoria

Like other ancestors of the time who experienced the full brunt of colonisaiton, and
government policies of 19th and early 20th Century Australia Henrys story has
etched its way into the memory bank of his people- the Dja Dja Whurrong & Yorta
Yorta. Nations. Indeed it is through Henry Nelson that his descendants trace their
Aboriginality and connections with the ancestral lands and through Henry to the
Indigenous ancestors who occupied and enjoyed the land since time immemorial.
This is a rather unique connection between people and hereditary bestowal that
when compared with the nature of the monarchy has a lineage of some 2.500
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generations. An ancestral lineage of such antiquity is something that makes one
proud to wear on ones shoulders.

Nelson Family:

Nelson Family: Henry and Maggie with Children and Grandchildren. Pricilla James and Margaret
Nelson at back. George Nelson, Ruby Muir, Iris Nelson on lap and Bill Onus far right

Henry Harmony’s story is also connected with some of the written documents. On
giving evidence to one of the many inquires into Indigenous affairs Henry locates
himself within his ancestral lands near present day Majorca near Daylsford from
where his inherent and native title rights flow. The following transcript of evidence
is from the
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Transcript of Evidence, 1881
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The profile on Henry Harmony is an ongoing file. As other materials are organised
they will be put on site. Its main purpose is the cultural significance that it provides
for me as family and educational materials and for descendants of this unique
ancestor in Victoria Indigenous social and political history.

Dr Wayne Atkinson
School of Social & Political Science
University of Melbourne
26 April 2004


